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When the normal circulation is compromised by damage to blood vessels, clots are formed at
the site of injury. These clots seal the injury to stem the loss of blood. They are resistant to
shear stress and pliant in response to pulsatile blood flow. They support clot retraction and
initiate wound healing. The biomechanical properties of clots have evolved to meet these
physiological functions. Thus, clots are extensible and elastic (1). When clots are formed, the
plasma protein fibrinogen is converted to fibrin. Fibrin is a network of fibers. These fibers
provide the supporting framework of blood clots. It is generally accepted that the properties of
these fibers underlie the mechanical properties of clots in vivo (2). For example, studies with
mice lacking fibrinogen have shown that clots formed in the absence of a fibrin network failed
to resist shear stress (3). Such clots grow to a certain size at the site of injury, then break off
and flow downstream. Because the mechanical performance of fibrin is critical to its
physiological function, the mechanical properties of fibrin have been broadly investigated
(4–9). Many studies have shown that clots of pure fibrin are extensible and elastic (5,9,10).
Recent work has shown these biomechanical properties are inherent in the fibrinogen molecule
(9,11–13). Here we review the recent work and consider the molecular origins of these
remarkable biomechanical properties.
Background
Human fibrinogen is a 340 kDa glycoprotein. It is assembled as a dimer of three polypeptide
chains, called Aα, Bβ, and γ (14). The recent crystal structure(15), as well as many other studies,
shows fibrinogen is an elongated molecule with a unique center and two identical symmetric
distal regions (Fig. 1A). The center, or E region, is a single nodule that contains the N- termini
of all six chains. The three chains extend from the center in two coiled-coils that terminate in
the two distal D regions. The C-terminal segments of the Bβ and γ chains fold independently
to form the β- and γ-nodules, respectively. The C-terminal segment of the Aα chain goes
through the D region, and folds back to form a four chain coiled-coil. Beyond this short, fourth
alpha-helix, the structure of the C-terminus of the Aα chain is not visible in the X-ray structure.
Presumably this region is mobile within the crystal, and thus does not provide interpretable
diffraction data (15). Other studies, including electron microscopy(16) and NMR (17,18)
analysis, indicate the C-terminal region of the Aα chain contains two regions, called the αC
connector (Aα 221–391) and the αC domain (Aα 391–610) (19).
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Following vessel injury, a series of reactions occur on the surfaces of cells at the site of injury,
leading to the generation of the protease thrombin. Thrombin cleaves fibrinogen at 4 sites, two
after residue 16 in the Aα chain, releasing fibrinopeptide A (FpA), and two after residue 14 in
the Bβ chain, releasing fibrinopeptide B (FpB). FpA is cleaved first, exposing a new site called
knob ‘A’. Knob ‘A’ binds with a site in the γ-nodule, called hole ‘a’. These ‘A:a’, knob-hole,
interactions lead to formation of half-staggered, double-stranded protofibrils that have a
structural periodicity of 22.5 nm (20) ( Fig. 1B). Subsequent cleavage of FpB exposes the knob
‘B’ which binds with a site in the β-nodule, called hole ‘b’. Concurrent with FpB release, the
protofibrils assemble into fibers. The product is a three dimensional fibrin network or gel (Fig.
1D). The molecular interactions that promote branching and assembly of fibers are not well
understood, although these processes appear to be competitive (10), as fibrin gels with many
branches have thinner fibers than gels with fewer branches. The ‘B:b’ interactions, which are
homologous to the ‘A:a’ interactions, were proposed to support the assembly of protofibrils
into fibers. More recent studies`, however`, suggest the ‘B:b’ interactions occur between
strands within the protofibril`, reinforcing the ‘A:a’ bonds (21,22). Several studies have
suggested the αC regions support the assembly of protofibrils into fibers, the step called lateral
aggregation (23) Nevertheless, the αC region is not required for lateral aggregation, as nearly
normal polymers are formed from fibrin monomers lacking this region (24). Fibrin polymers
are stabilized by the FXIIIa-catalyzed formation of γ-glutamyl-ε-lysyl amide bonds between
monomers. These bonds link γ chains to form reciprocal γ-γ dimers parallel to the long fiber
axis. These bonds also link α chains to form α-polymers, linking multiple monomers across
the long fiber axis (25,26).
The vast majority of mechanical studies of fibrin have been done with macroscopic gel samples
evaluated in a cone plate rheometer. John Ferry pioneered the mechanical evaluation of fibrin
gels in experiments that established their macroscopic viscoelastic properties (6–8). On their
own, cone plate rheometry data cannot distinguish the contributions of individual fibers,
network architecture and branch point strength to the mechanical properties of fibrin clots.
When coupled with optical methods (birefringence) (27) and x-ray scattering (28), however,
such measurements of fibrin films provided insight into the microscopic mechanisms of
deformation. These studies were the first to suggest that stress induces conformational changes
within the protein monomer, attributed to either the coiled-coil or the D region of the protein.
Recent studies have measured the mechanical properties of individual fibers (13,29–32) or
cylindrical fibrin clots (9). These studies showed the mechanical properties of clots depend on
the mechanical properties of the individual fibrin monomers.
Considering the global structure of the fibrin monomer, there are three features that could
underlie these remarkable mechanical properties: the coiled-coil connectors, the folded
globular nodules and the relatively unstructured αC regions (30). Experimental data suggest
that each of these structures, or some combination of them, contributes. In their recent Science
paper, Weisel and colleagues proposed the forced unfolding of the coiled-coil connectors
occurs at relatively low strain, exposing hydrophobic residues that interact to form fiber bundles
and expel water (9). This model follows from earlier work that showed forced unfolding of the
coiled-coils in single molecules or small oligomers of fibrinogen (11,12). Two recent papers
by Gorkun and colleagues have shown the ‘A:a’ interactions that mediate protofibril formation
are sufficiently strong to unfold the γ-nodule prior to breaking this knob-hole bond (33,34).
These experiments suggest unfolding of the γ-nodules occurs under strain. Lastly, by
comparing fibrinogens isolated from different species, Lord, Falvo and colleagues have shown
that extensibility of individual fibers varies with the length of the αC region (13). They
hypothesize that the unstructured repeat in the αC connector has a key role in fiber extensibility.
Here we review the data that support each possibility.
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A pair of single molecule studies by Lim et al. (12) and Brown et al. (11) proposed that
unfolding of the coiled-coil connectors mediates fiber extensibility. These groups used atomic
force microscopy to measure the extension of single molecules within protofibrils (12) or small
oligomers of fibrinogen (11) as a function of the force applied. These force-extension data were
compared to simulations of forced unfolding of the coiled-coil region of the molecule. Lim et
al. performed steered molecular dynamics simulations on a single fibrinogen molecular model,
while Brown et al. performed Monte Carlo simulations of the force threshold for unfolding the
coiled-coil region. Both studies showed some degree of quantitative agreement between AFM
force-extension data and the simulations of coiled-coil unfolding. However, in the Lim study,
both the experimental data and the molecular dynamics simulation show a force plateau after
unfolding, which is similar to that seen in myosin coil-coil unfolding studies(35); where as in
the Brown study, a worm-like-chain unfolding pattern was observed, similar to that seen in
proteins such as titin (36,37). Brown et al. also analyzed the distance between peaks in the
force-extension data (11). A histogram of peak-to-peak lengths showed reasonable statistical
agreement with the 22.5 nm length expected for the difference between a fully folded and
stretched coiled-coil region, consistent with a sequential unfolding of coiled-coils within the
fibrinogen oligomer. In these studies, the applied force was necessarily transferred through the
D region, coiled-coil and E region, eliminating any contribution of the unstructured αC region.
Thus, although these studies provide evidence that the coiled-coil is unfolding, it is not clear
that the data are relevant to the stretching of physiological fibrin fibers, which are polymers
with many parallel and series connections between monomers. In a more recent study (9),
Brown et al performed force-extension measurements on specially prepared clots whose
cylindrical geometry allowed tensile stress vs. strain evaluation (Fig 2A). This study included
impressive small angle x-ray scattering experiments that showed a gradual disappearance of
the 22.5 nm peak corresponding to the half-length of the fibrin monomer. These data are
consistent with an unfolding of the coiled-coil, but may also indicate that the continuous half-
stagger alignment of the protofibrils (Fig. 1E) is broken through shearing.
To analyze their data, Brown et al. (9) developed a multi-scale mechanical model spanning six
orders of spatial magnitude. In this model the mechanism of extension for the single fiber was
assumed to be the unfolding and subsequent stretching of the coiled-coil connectors or perhaps
another structured region of the protein. The connectors were in one of two states, folded or
unfolded, and the distribution of folded and unfolded was governed thermodynamically by the
unfolding energy barrier and the length difference between folded and unfolded states. The
force-extension relation contained two components, a linear region representing the fiber
stiffness prior to unfolding and an non-linear, stiffening region modeled with an ideal polymer
chain expression (worm like chain) representing the unfolded fiber stiffness. In order to fit the
low strain linear region data to this model, a value of 14.5 MPa was used as the elastic modulus
of the fiber prior to unfolding of any domains of the monomer. This value was based on previous
experiments that determined the single fiber modulus through analysis of thermal motion
(38). It is typical of elastomeric materials and similar in magnitude to the 4 MPa stiffness
measured for single fibrin fibers in AFM experiments (39). In fact, experimental determination
of the elastic modulus for protofibrils yields roughly the same values as the whole fiber
indicating the low modulus is an inherent molecular scale materials property (40,41). This
modulus is not consistent, however, with the known stiffness of individual α-helices, coiled-
coils, or globular domains as determined in experimental and theoretical treatments.
Calculations of the persistence length of a single α-helix yield values in the 100–150 nm range
(42). This places the elastic modulus of an α-helix in the range ~1 GPa (persistence length can
be expressed as a ratio of thermal energy to the bending modulus of the filament, see (43)).
These calculated values are in close agreement with the experimental values (1–4 GPa) for α-
keratin materials ((43), page142) for which the coiled-coil was shown to mediate stiffness
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(44,45). Thus, the elastic modulus that Brown et al. used to fit the low strain fibrin fiber data
is 100–1000 times lower than the published values for coiled-coils.
A model in which the coiled-coil is the structural component supporting the majority of the
initial strain of the fibrin fiber requires connection of adjacent coiled-coils in series. This is
reasonable for fibrin since the D regions are connected in this way when crosslinked with
FXIIIa. However, if the extensibility is being born primarily by the coiled-coil, then the stiffness
of the fiber overall must be comparable to the stiffness of the coiled-coil. One way to reconcile
the GPa unfolding of known coiled-coils with the MPa scale for fibrin fibers is a zipper type
mechanism in which the stress is concentrated rather than distributed throughout the fiber. Only
a small fraction of the coiled-coils would bear the total load, and as they unfold, would pass
the concentrated load to the next isolated cohort of coiled-coils. The global stiffness of the fiber
would then appear to be much lower than expected if the load were distributed uniformly.
Because there is no structural data consistent with a non-uniform distribution of the applied
load, this zipper mechanism is unlikely.
The γ–nodules
Recent studies by Averett et al. provide direct evidence that the γ-nodules unfold in response
to mechanical stress (33,34). These authors developed a novel method to measure the forced
dissociation of ‘A:a’ interaction using AFM. Molecules containing holes ‘a’ were bound to the
AFM chip and molecules containing knobs ‘A’ were bound to the cantilever tip. They measured
the distribution of interaction forces and found a complex pattern consisting of several rupture
events where the last event represented the bond dissociation (Fig. 2B). Careful control
experiments showed the complex force pattern was associated with an interaction between
single molecules. The specific interactions that contributed to this pattern were elucidated using
fibrinogen and fibrin fragments, and recombinant fibrinogen variants. These experiments
showed the nature of the knob-bearing molecule did not contribute to the complex pattern.
Rather, the pattern reflected only the nature of hole ‘a’. The same force pattern was observed
when knobs ‘A’ were present in the central region of fibrin, specifically the fragment desAB-
NDSK, or the isolated chain of fibrin. No substantive differences were seen between holes ‘a’
in fibrinogen and in fragment D, demonstrating that the coiled-coil and αC regions did not
contribute to force dissociation pattern. In contrast, no interactions were seen with fibrinogen
γ D364H, a variant where hole ‘a’ is changed and ‘A:a’ interactions are disrupted. The force
pattern seen with fibrinogen BβD432A, which disrupts ‘B:b’ interactions, was not different
from normal fibrinogen. Thus, the complex force pattern was specifically associated with the
‘A:a’ interaction and the γ-nodule.
In subsequent studies of multi-step ‘A:a’ bond rupture, Averett et al. demonstrated that the
force applied to hole ‘a’ through bound knob ‘A’ induced stepwise unfolding of the γ-nodule
prior to rupture of the ‘A:a’ bond (33,34). Remarkably, the strength of the ‘A:a’ bond was
sufficient to survive through the unfolding events. That is, the ‘A:a’ bond was sufficiently
stable under tension to allow propagation of the applied forces to other regions of fibrinogen.
By comparing the probability distributions of rupture forces, it was found that the unfolding
events represent a rupture of sequential bonds whereby each protects the next from breaking.
This stepwise unfolding of the γ-nodule would create fibrin intermediates of different lengths.
These intermediates may be considered mechanically stable as they resist further unfolding for
short periods of time (the time between ruptures) but they exist only while under tension. The
analyses show each fibrin ‘A:a’ interaction can be maintained for strains up to 23 nm prior to
rupture. With two symmetric ‘A:a’ interactions in one molecule, this strain would double the
normal fibrin monomer length.
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These studies clearly show the γ-nodule can be extended without breaking the bonds between
monomers. Nevertheless, it is not obvious that unfolding of the γ-nodule is relevant to the
extensibility of fibrin fibers. Some unfolding forces for the ‘A:a’ interaction are quite high:
upwards of 220 pN per molecule. To reach forces this high per monomer, the stress in the fiber
(the force divided by the cross sectional area) needs to be in excess of 10 MPa (220pN divided
by the cross sectional area a monomer with a 5nm diameter). In single fiber measurements, 10
MPa is higher than the average fiber strength. High stress, sufficient to unfold the ‘A:a’, has
been observed only in rare cases at very high strain. Thus, unfolding the γ-nodule is not a likely
source of extension when force is applied directly through the ‘A:a’ interaction. Moreover,
when adjacent fibrin monomers are ligated by FXIIIa, the strength of this covalent interaction
may circumvent the role of the ‘A:a’ bond during fiber stretching. It is possible that γ-nodule
unfolding occurs in the ligated fiber. One might expect, however, a different unfolding when
force is applied through the ligated C-terminus of the γ chain rather than through the ‘A:a’
interaction, because the energy landscape is highly dependent on the direction of force
application (46) In other words, the energy barriers to bond dissociation in force-induced
unfolding are direction dependent, so force applied through the ligated bond will encounter
different energy barriers than force applied though the ‘A:a’ bonds. If this is the case, unfolding
would occur if the barriers were sufficiently low along the direction of applied force. If γ-
nodule unfolding occurs in both ligated and unligated fibers, this difference in the direction of
force may contribute to the difference between the extensibilities of these two fibers.
The αC regions
Recent studies probing the mechanical properties of individual fibrin fibers have shown that
the fiber itself is highly extensible, possesses tensile elastic modulus in the few MPa range
(between 1–10 MPa) and exhibits strain stiffening behavior (Fig. 2C) (13,29–32,38). All three
properties are characteristic of other elastomeric protein fibers such as elastin, resilin or spider
silk (47–49) and suggest that, like these protein fibers, fibrin’s mechanical properties lie in the
straightening of unstructured polypeptides. Protein assemblies whose stiffness is mediated by
solid folded proteins possess moduli in the GPa range and extensibilities typically well under
50% (50,51). For these reasons, proponents of all of the extensibility models described in this
review are in agreement on one point: the extensibility of fibrin must be mediated by an
unstructured length of polypeptide. The question is whether this unstructured segment is an
unfolded part of the structured portion of the fibrin molecule or whether it is the “natively
unfolded” region of the monomer. Extensibility models based on the coiled-coil or gamma
region require a transition from a folded to an unfolded state during stretching. In the transition
from mostly folded monomers to mostly unfolded, one expects a measurable change (lowering)
in overall fiber stiffness as the stiff folded monomers are transformed into random coil
polypeptides. This lowering of stiffness is seen in single molecule studies on globular proteins
such as titin (36,37) and coiled coils such as myosin (35), as well in protein assemblies such
as keratin (44) in which stretching induced protein unfolding is known to occur. However, the
stress vs. strain data collected on single fibers show a constant (elastomeric-like) stiffness from
very low strain up to ~100% strain where strain stiffening begins.
These arguments point to the αC region, the only natively unstructured part of fibrinogen, as
the source of fiber extensibility. Indeed, studies of clots made with recombinant fibrinogen
lacking the αC region provide definitive evidence that this region has an important role in the
mechanical properties of fibrin clots (52). Moreover, experiments with fibrinogens from
different species suggest a role of this unstructured region. This region is the least conserved
through evolution (53,54). In particular the length of the repeat in the αC connector region
varies from a low in chicken fibrinogen, which has no repeat, to a high in lamprey fibrinogen,
which has over 20 repeats of 18 residues (55). Of special note, the amino acid content of the
tandem repeat within all αC connectors is intriguingly reminiscent of those in the repeat
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sequences in elastin, resilin, and spider-silk (56). If the αC region or the repeat region is
important, then the fibrin fibers from different species would have different mechanical
properties. Indeed, this is the case. Falvo et al. used their integrated nanomanipulation system
to examine the extensibility and elasticity of fibers made of human, mouse and chicken
fibrinogen (13). In human fibrinogen, the tandem repeat segment is 128 amino acids long (10
repeats of mostly 13); in mouse it is 60 (five repeats of mostly 13) (53). Consequently, the
contour length of the loosely tethered αC region is roughly 22 nm longer in mouse and 50 nm
longer in human than in chicken fibrinogen. With two α chains per monomer, this would be a
total difference in contour length of 44 and 100 nm per monomer, respectively. These
experiments showed extensibility was correlated with the lengths of the tandem repeat
segments. Extensibility for chicken fibers was 47 ± 23% (n = 42); for mouse: 187 ± 44% (n =
89); and for human: 217 ± 47% (n = 75). The differences were significant for each pairing
(mouse/human, P = 0.0004; chicken/human, P < 0.0001; mouse/chicken, P < 0.0001). Thus,
the relatively low extensibility of chicken fibrin, and the intermediate values for mouse as
compared with human fibers, correlate with the length of their corresponding connector
regions.
Although these findings clearly support the hypothesis that the unstructured αC connector
regions provide the structural basis for fiber extensibility, interpretation of this data is limited
by the nature of the fibrins. The structures of the fibrinogens from these three species differ in
ways outside the tandem repeats. In particular, their C-terminal αC domains are markedly
different in sequence. Thus, these data point to the potential importance of the entire αC regions,
not just the tandem repeats.
Summary
Recent studies have examined the molecular basis for the extensibility of fibrin fibers. Indirect
studies, by analogy to the coiled-coils in keratin, implicate unfolding of the coiled-coils in
fibrin (9,11,12). Direct studies have shown the feasibility of maintaining ‘A:a’ interactions
between fibrin monomers with partial unfolding of the γ-nodule (33,34). Direct studies have
demonstrated that the αC regions influence the extensibility of fibers (13). As described here,
there are substantive limitations for each of these studies. Because there are pros and cons for
each, it appears reasonable to conclude that all three contribute to the mechanical properties
of fibrin fibers. Indeed, Guthold and his colleagues recently provided a scheme where the
unfolding of the coiled-coils would accommodate approximately 100% strain, while partial
unfolding of the γ-nodules could accommodate strains up to 320%; extension of the αC regions
would parallel both unfolding events (30,31). In our view of the fibrin fiber, the coiled-coil
and the γ-nodule are relatively stiff elastic elements in series with much softer unstructured
regions. When under stress, the softer αC regions will bear the majority of the strain. A look
at the magnitudes of fibrin’s stiffness relative to other elastomeric proteins as well as the known
stiffness of α-helix coiled coils supports this view.
We believe that the current data present a conundrum. The conventional understanding of fibrin
structure, shown in Fig 1C-E, is consistent with unfolding the coiled-coils and the γ-nodules.
But, it is hard to reconcile these extensions with the force data. The fibers are too soft and the
force vs. strain curves are too smooth. In contrast, stretching the unstructured αC region makes
sense in the force context. It is hard, however, to reconcile a model of extensibility that relies
completely on the αC region with the long covalently crosslinked protofibrils depicted in the
conventional fiber structure. Thus, when we favor the view that the αC regions bear the strain,
we bring forward the conclusion that the conventional understanding of fibrin structure is
incomplete or incorrect. We are obliged to examine this possibility. Similarly, when others
favor the view that extension ensues from unfolding structured regions like the coiled-coils
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and the γ-nodule, they are compelled to reconcile the known stress of unfolding with the stress
strain curves for individual fibers and fiber bundles.
The success of our model supporting a natively unfolded origin to fibrin elasticity, the
feasibility of unfolding the γ-nodule while retaining ‘A:a’ interaction, and the impressive set
of SAXS data suggesting unfolding of some region of the molecule point to the need for direct
evidence of the molecular origins of fibrin fiber extensibility and define the challenge for future
work.
Research Highlights
• The mechanical properties of fibrin depend on the mechanical properties of the
individual fibrin monomers.
• Experimental data suggest three structures could contribute to the monomer
properties: the coiled-coil connectors, the folded globular nodules and the
relatively unstructured αC regions.
• Review with a focus on the molecular origins of the remarkable biomechanical
properties of fibrin clots.
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Figure 1. Structures of fibrinogen and fibrin
(A) Model of human fibrinogen based on the crystal structure (15) modified from [19]. (B)
Model of half-staggered, double-stranded fibrin protofibril, illustrating the knob-hole
interactions ‘A:a’. Because the locations of the αC regions in the protofibril are unknown, they
are omitted from this model. (C) Model of fibrin fiber assembled from protofibrils shown in
panel B. (D) Scanning electron micrograph of a fibrin clot. (57). (E) The model in panel C
superimposed on a transmission electron micrograph of a negatively-stained fibrin fiber
segment (58) with alignment of the stain pattern with the assembled fiber pattern.
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Figure 2. Changes of molecular dimensions with applied force
(A) Stress-strain curves of cylindrical fibrin clots. Data are shown with solid black like, fitted
model in red. [1] (B) Force-induced unfolding of the γ-nodule measured by AFM. Distances
between knob ‘A’ and hole ‘a’ are plotted relative to event 2. The clusters of forces representing
the four events in the complex force pattern are labeled with numbers. (34) (C) Stress-strain
curves of individual fibrin fibers. Data are in black, fitted model in red (32).
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